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The Tuesday Flowers 

                                                                      Block 7 
(10’’ x 10’’ sewing margins non included) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
General points 
The given measures for the background block include the ¼’’sewing margins, 
rounded up to ½’’ for both.  
For the appliqués, add you favorite sewing margin around the templates. 
I personally applique freeboard flowers without sewing margins, but I line them with 
a double sided fusible bias tape maker. 
The diagram measurements do not include any seam allowance 
 
Double sided fusible bias tape maker: Heat n Bond from Them-o-Web distributed 
by PSR Quilt 
CLOVER erasable felt tip ref: 515 
CLOVER 6mm fusible bias tape maker ref: 4011 and the 5mm heat activated 
ribbon ref: 4041 
CLOVER mini ion 8003EU 
AURIFIL cotton and wool (Lana) threads  
BOHIN temporary glue pen ref: 65504 
BOHIN transfer paper + felt tip ref: 62593 
Freezer paper 
 
Cutting 
With a fabric for the background: 1 square A of 10 ½’’ 
With 2 different fabrics for the central star: for each, four H diamond shapes 
With 1 fabric for the stems: 4 bias E of 7 /16’’ x 8’’ (measures of the bias non 
folded) 
With 4 fabrics for the flowers: for each, 8 petals F which you will line with a double 
sided fusible bias tape maker 
With 3 to 4 green fabrics: 4 leaves B, 4 leaves C and 4 leaves D  
With 1 fabric for the center of the flowers: 4 circles G 
 
Realisation 
Pattern 1: 
Mark the medians of the square A. By transparence or with the transfer sheet and 
the BOHIN felt tip, report the pattern to applique by aligning it with the medians 
and placing it in the middle. 
 

 
Sewing margins non included 

 
 



 
 
 
Pattern 2: 
Applique the leaves B, C and D. 
Make each one of these four stems E with the BOHIN fusible bias tape maker and 
the CLOVER heat activated ribbon. Applique these stems by keeping a sewing 
margins on each side. These will either be covered with the petals F or the central 
star. 
For each flower, applique 8 identical petals F and a circle G. 
 

 
 
 
Pattern 3:  
For the central star, put together each H diamond shape on a template H of freezer 
paper or very thin cardboard. With a Whipstitch, sew together these 8 diamond 
shapes by alternating the colors. Applique the star in the middle of the square A. 
Empty the back of the star to take out the freezer paper 

 

                                                                       



   


